
Proven
Next-Generation 
Protection



What is required to 

address the threats of 

today and tomorrow 

are endpoint security products 

that meet the requirements of a 

truly advanced, next-generation 

solution. Webroot’s SecureAnywhere 

Business Endpoint Protection covers 

these bases.

One of Webroot’s 

key strengths as a 

cybersecurity provider has 

been its leadership in developing 

next generation approaches to 

prevent attacks, and a proven 

technology base that spans millions 

of devices.

Webroot’s Intelligent Approach to Endpoint Security” Enterprise Strategy Group. September 2015. 2015 North American Cybersecurity for Robotics & Industrial Control Product Leadership Award” Frost & Sullivan. 
September 2015.



Webroot delivers next-generation endpoint security and threat intelligence 
services to protect businesses and individuals around the globe. Our smarter 
approach harnesses the power of cloud-based collective threat intelligence 
derived from millions of real-world devices to stop threats in real time and 
help secure the connected world.

Webroot is trusted by industry leading partners, including:

Who is Webroot? Why is Webroot Smarter?
We produce highly accurate, real-time, 
and predictive intelligence 

We minimize the vulnerability window 
between the launch of an attack and 
detection

We identify threats individually but protect 
the entire network collectively

We use fewer resources, reducing 
overhead and keeping end user impact to 
a minimum



Collective threat intelligence is based on the concept of strength in numbers—the promise that, by 
being part of a group, an individual is dramatically less likely to fall victim to an attack.

Webroot captures massive amounts of data from millions of global sensors and real-world endpoints, 
as well as other verified sources, then analyzes and classifies that data within the cloud using 
advanced machine learning and behavioral heuristics. We then apply deep contextual analysis 
to turn that data into relevant and actionable intelligence to protect individuals, businesses, and 
technology partners alike against the next generation of web, file, and mobile threats.

Our Next-Gen Endpoint 
Security is Backed by 
Collective Threat Intelligence





Webroot is the 
Smarter Cybersecurity 

Solution



Smarter Detection
»  Behavior-based, not signature-based
»  One of its kind, cloud-based, predictive protection

Smarter Management
»  No signature updates
»  Minimal user performance impact
»  All endpoints protected collectively and 

managed centrally

Smarter Protection
»  Collective protection—strength in numbers
»  Any time a Webroot-protected device encounters a 

threat, all other endpoints are secured in real time

Smarter Support
»  One-click support
»  Most problems resolved 10 minutes or less
»  Customer satisfaction rating of over 94%

Smarter Remediation
»  Rollback remediation automatically undoes changes 

made by malware
»  No need to reimage or wipe devices

Smarter Threat Intelligence
»  Data from tens of millions of sensors is correlated 

and analyzed continuously
»  Machine-learning backs highly accurate real-time 

analysis of URLs, IPs, files, mobile apps, and 
phishing sites

Smarter Incident Response
»  40+ commands for one endpoint or many
»  Integrates with firewalls, access points, MDMs, and more to 

make security products smarter

Smarter Future
»  Tiny <1 MB agent designed for minimal footprint 
»  Covers ATMs, point of sale, automobiles, embedded systems, 

and integrates for IoT security
»  Top industry performance



The Next-Gen
Difference



Predicts
Correlates relationships and reputation data across multiple internet 
object types to predict future threat sources

Prevents
Stops threats at the networks edge, before they infiltrate endpoints or 
compromise data

Detects
Monitors unknown files, journals their actions, and applies advanced 
heuristics to detect even unknown threats

Responds
Alerts admins, remediates automatically, and provides detailed 
reporting for malware forensics

As malware tactics continue to increase in 
sophistication, traditional protection can’t hope 
to keep up. A next-gen solution...



Big Data and
Machine Learning



Our threat intelligence is extracted from the 
Webroot® Threat Intelligence Platform—our 
proprietary cloud-based security analysis 
architecture designed for next-generation 
protection. The Webroot Threat Intelligence Platform 
uses a massive Hadoop distributed data approach, 
paired with hundreds of automated classifiers that 
scan the internet, as well as data from millions 
of real-world endpoints and sensors. Using third 
generation machine learning, known as Maximum 
Entropy Discrimination, Webroot discovers, 
analyzes, and categorizes threats the moment they 
are encountered, providing highly accurate, scalable 
intelligence and superior protection.

The speed, volume, and accuracy of our approach 
enables businesses and technology partners to take 
proactive measures to protect their networks by 
setting policies specific to their needs and level of 
risk tolerance, such as blocking access to websites 
based not only on the type of site being visited but 
also based on its reputation score.

Data is also correlated through a contextual analysis 
engine to produce real-time, highly accurate threat 
intelligence that is made available to Webroot 
partners and enterprise customers through our 
BrightCloud® Threat Intelligence Services for security 
against known and never-seen-before attacks.

The most effective way to achieve actionable threat intelligence 
is by applying a big data approach to security.



Backed by our cloud-based Webroot Threat Intelligence Platform, the burden of threat analysis 
is in the cloud, so the <1 MB SecureAnywhere endpoint agent is lightweight, fast, and always 
up-to-date. 

Replaces or augments traditional 
endpoint security without conflict

Provides in-depth visibility and 
protection with dwell-time reporting 
and auto-remediation

Webroot SecureAnywhere
Business Endpoint Protection

Monitors and restricts actions by unknown 
files until they have been classified

Offers ideal security for remote and multi-
site/location deployments by enterprises, 
MSSPs, and MSPs



With the functionality of an on-premise secure web gateway and none of the disadvantages—
such as poor operational flexibility and high support costs—administrators can easily enforce 
acceptable internet usage policies with full granular control and visibility.

Webroot SecureAnywhere
Web Security Service

Manages users’ web access, 
regardless of physical locations

Minimizes and mitigates the  
significant malware, content,   
and productivity risks

Simplifies enforcing tamperproof usage 
policies for compliance and other regulations

Provides full visibility of web access and 
usage down to the user level



Webroot BrightCloud® Threat Intelligence Services redefine online threat intelligence. Our smarter, 
collective network continuously scans the internet, leaving no place for malicious actors to hide. 
Data is captured through millions of sensors and analyzed in milliseconds, meaning we can identify 
and stop even brand new, previously unknown threats in real time.

Web Classification 

Web Reputation 

IP Reputation

Real-Time Anti-Phishing

Webroot BrightCloud
Threat Intelligence Services

IP Reputation for NGFW 

IP Reputation for SIEM

Threat Intelligence for  
IoT Gateways

File Reputation 

Mobile App Reputation 

Mobile Security SDK

SecureWeb™ Browser SDK



Investigates the connections and influences around specific IPs, URLs, files, or mobile apps

Demonstrates why specific IPs, URLs, files, or mobile apps receive their reputation score, 
including threat history and other contextual data points

Enables administrators to make better informed security decisions and take proactive steps 
to block associated malicious actors, regardless of type

The Webroot BrightCloud Threat Investigator provides intelligence on IPs, URLs, files, and mobile 
applications as a complement to BrightCloud Threat Intelligence Services. It enables users to better 
understand how an IP, URL, file, or mobile application’s reputation score was influenced by its 
connections across the threat landscape. 

Webroot BrightCloud
Threat Investigator
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About Webroot
Webroot delivers next-generation endpoint security and threat intelligence services to protect businesses and individuals around the globe. Our smarter approach harnesses the power of cloud-based collective threat intelligence 
derived from millions of real-world devices to stop threats in real time and help secure the connected world. Our award-winning SecureAnywhere® endpoint solutions and BrightCloud® Threat Intelligence Services protect tens of 
millions of devices across businesses, home users, and the Internet of Things. Trusted and integrated by market-leading companies, including Cisco, F5 Networks, Aruba, Palo Alto Networks, A10 Networks, and more, Webroot is 
headquartered in Colorado and operates globally across North America, Europe, and Asia. Discover Smarter Cybersecurity™ solutions at www.webroot.com.


